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he depiction of yoginis in therianthropic form, with animal faces, or, more 
rarely, with complete animal appearances, in texts and images, is one of the 

most striking characteristics of this class of deities. Several questions arise. Why 
are the yoginis often represented with animal traits? What is the origin of this 
form and what meanings and implications lie behind these portrayals? How does 
this form relate to their functions? 
The discussion presented below highlights the main issues raised by this crucial 

and multifaceted subject, which has previously been given little scholarly atten- 

tion in its own right. Adducing illustrative rather than exhaustive evidence, the 

present essay is an initial attempt to unravel the various threads related to theri- 
anthropic yoginis. Every line of inquiry outlined here is a fitting topic for more 
detailed analysis, which I hope to present in future contributions. 

After first introducing the themes of therianthropism and theriomorphism, I 

shall briefly present the main yoginis’ antecedents — ganas, yaksinis and matrs. In 
the subsequent section therianthropic — and in one case theriomorphic — yoginis 
in the early Saiva tradition are the protagonists: after a few observations on the 
iconographic sources, exemplary textual passages will be discussed. In the con- 
cluding section, some working hypotheses, and further questions, are posited. 

1. A WORD ON THERIANTHROPISM AND THERIOMORPHISM 

A basic survey shows that in Hindu religion a considerable number of deities are 
depicted in hybrid form, partly theriomorphic, partly anthropomorphic. Theri- 
anthropic yoginis thus partake in a broader phenomenon, where animal forms 
appear both as components of some deities’ anatomy and as vahanas, vehicles, of 
most of the deities.' 

* I wish co express my gratitude to my supervisor, Raffaele Torella, whose precious suggestions 
and criticism have considerably improved the draft. | am grateful to Shaman Hatley for providing me 
with the electronic transcriptions of several chapters of Brabmayamala and Kaulajnananirnaya, and 
for the time he dedicated to answering my questions. I would also like to thank the two anonymous 
readers for their helpful comments and suggestions. 

' An exhaustive discourse is not possible in a brief essay such as the present one, whose focus is on 
a particular case of the therianthropic phenomenon. Remarkably, no scientific, systematic study on 
the full extent of therianthropism in Hindu religion has been made. The wide and complex usage of 
animal features in the depiction of Hindu deities certainly deserves a more thorough examination. 
As is well known, while figures such as Ganesa, Narasimha, and Hanuman emerge as prominent in 
Hinduism, others such as Naigamesa and Hayagriva maintain a minor or sectarian relevance, some 
such as ndgas have a different cultic status, and numerous others are local peculiarities. With the 
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In the narrower sense, the term therianthropism merely designates the anatomi- 
cal combination of human and animal traits, but scholars have also included under 
its rubric deities who, mostly depicted as anthropomorphic, are however able to 
transform themselves into animals, such as Zeus and Dionysos.’ As we shall see, 

composite appearances can have a close connection with metamorphosis, but in 
what follows I will use the term therianthropism merely to refer to hybrid figures, 
and theriomorphism for purely animal forms, devoting a separate discourse to the 
shapeshifting ability. From the ensuing discussion it will emerge that the therian- 
thropism of yoginis always occurs as theriocephalism, which seems not without sig- 
nificance, and that the ability to change form is one of the distinctive characteristics 

of this class of deities. 
The scholarship of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century has frequent- 

ly posited theriomorphism as one of the major phases of the earliest religious sys- 
tems. However, as subsequent and more recent studies demonstrate,’ such theories 
of increasing anthropomorphisation of divinity rely on an unscientific level of ret- 
rospective extrapolation: they consider as an axiom the fact that we have at our dis- 
posal the tail end of a development process, and assume that from the end we can 

reconstruct a reliable picture of the whole. In addition to these teleological fallacies, 
closer inspections of specific religious contexts indicate that a straightforward pro- 
gression from animal to human in the conception of the divinity is not demonstrat- 
ed by the body of evidence. The cases of the yoginis and of the therianthropic Hin- 
du deities show that animal elements are powerfully placed within the ancient and 
medieval Hindu religious discourse, and they are not dismissed in modern times. 

Moreover, deities and animals appear to be inextricably intertwined in the con- 
cept of vahana. For the purpose of the present paper I shall resist the appeal to 
involve this category in the investigation of therianthropic yoginis, insofar as the 
origins and the significance of the concept of vabana,* its expressions in the do- 
main of the yoginis, and its relation with the yogini therianthropism reveal a degree 
of complexity which can be better addressed in a specifically dedicated essay. 

2. THE ANTECEDENTS OF THE YOGINIS 

The analysis of the yoginis’ distinctive features reveals that a few Hindu non-tantric 
or pre-tantric deities can be considered their antecedents. Some of the possible pro- 
totypes of the yoginis are as follows: 

awareness that every deity represents a specific case and that probably no single overarching theory 

can be claimed, a comprehensive approach would definitely bring new insights, 

* See Walens 2005. 

4 See Walens 2005, Buxton 2009: 187-189, and Aston 2014. 

* While the scholarship quite unanimously assumes that the vehicle connotes the sphere of the 

god’s influence, there are different hypotheses concerning the origins of the concept: it would come 
from the Mesopotamian area according to Zimmer, while it would have Vedic roots according to 
Gonda; see the analysis of the different theories in Pelissero 1996.
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a. The ganas, a countless, multiform horde, which forms part of the Siva retinue. 
They frequently sport animal faces and may have extraordinary powers.° 

b. The yaksis or yaksinis, non-Brahmanical demi-goddesses having close con- 
nection to trees and the natural world. In textual sources they can be regarded 
as bestowers of siddhis, but also as spirits of possessing nature.° The case of the 
horse-headed yaksini Assamukhi, featuring in the Padakusalamanava Jataka and 
portrayed in several Buddhist sites, is of great interest.” 

c. Grabas and matrs, deities strictly connected to birth and childhood, fertili- 
ty and life, sickness and death. Characterised by an ambivalent nature, they are 
helpful if propitiated, baneful if angered. In both textual and iconographic sources 
they are frequently depicted with bird and animal heads, and we can assume with 
Hatley (2012) that they represent the most immediate precursors of the yoginis. 
The historical and conceptual continuity between these classes of beings and the 

yoginis finds confirmation in the lists of names of yoginis, where several appella- 
tives are names of ganas in the feminine form, and numerous others correspond to 
yaksinis’ and matrs’ names.* 

3. YOGINIS AND THERIANTHROPISM 

In the history of Indian religions the term “yogini” appears in different scenarios, 
designating various female sacred figures. In the Saiva context, the word encom- 
passes a “scale of beings,”® extending from cult goddesses to female adepts who, 
through perfection in tantric ritual, become yoginis."° 
Only by combining the art-historical and textual perspectives can we hope to 

derive an overall picture of the yogini cult, and in particular of the theriomorphic 
facet of the phenomenon. 

3.1 ICONOGRAPHIC SOURCES: 

A FEW OBSERVATIONS 

The way in which therianthropic yoginis come most strikingly to one’s attention is 
through visual means. The groundbreaking research of Vidya Dehejia (1986) has 
documented the majority of the extant material evidence, providing a survey of 

5 See Serbaeva 2006: 71-73, and Hatley 2007: 14. 
® See Serbaeva 2006: 65-67. 
” This horse-headed figure appears at Safici, Bodh Gaya, Patna, and Ajanta. See Marshall-Foucher 

1983: 1.181-182. 
* See Serbaeva 2006: 65-67, 83-108. 
* Hatley 2007: 13. 

For a detailed analysis of the category of yoginis | refer the reader to Térzsék 2009, who iden- 
tifies three subcategories of yoginis (divine, semi-divine, and human yoginis - with not clearly fixed 
boundaries), to Serbaeva 2006 (7-9, 184-187), and Hatley 2013b, who adopt a polythetic approach 
to the concept of yogini.
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approximately fifteen temples and collections of sculptures no longer in situ, most 

of which probably involved sets of sixty-four yoginis. 
The temples dedicated to the yoginis were erected from the tenth through to the 

thirteenth century over a wide area - from Orissa to the Madhya Pradesh — Rajas- 
than border, and with attestations in Tamilnadu. Prevalently circular and invari- 

ably hypaethral, these shrines stand out as unique structures in the architectural 
panorama of medieval India. The entire interior perimeter of the circular walls is 
sectioned by a series of niches that house the goddesses’ images, which are usually 
characterised by beautiful feminine bodies. Some of them have finely delineated, 
gentle faces to correspond with their proportioned body forms, others have terrify- 
ing expressions, while several others have clearly non-human, animal heads. 

Each temple enshrines a group of yoginis whose composition differs from the 
others: the types of figures ~ graceful, terrifying, and animal-faced, and their posi- 

tioning along the circumference vary distinctly from one temple to another. Only 
the well-known group of the seven Mothers (saptamarrs) and the dinmatrs, god- 
dess counterparts of the guardians of the directions (dikpatis), feature as a quite 
constant presence. On the basis of this and a few other elements, Dehejia (1986: 5, 

93-94) and Donaldson (2002: 2.658) argue that every yogini temple reflects a dif- 
ferent, localised, and independent tradition. However, the role of local, non-tan- 

tric cults in the development of the yogini phenomenon represents a complex mat- 
ter. As Hatley (2014: 209) observes, the incorporation of local deities into yogini 
temples’ iconic programs, although in theory possible and plausible, does not find 
direct attestation; furthermore, since the tantric cult of yoginis was a significant 
phenomenon at least two centuries before the temples, the influence of local tradi- 
tions should be investigated in the earliest textual sources on yoginis. As we shall see 
infra, just like the different temples, the texts contain diverse ranges of names and 
identities, every scriptural tradition attesting its “own pantheon of this malleable 
category of divinity.”"' 

Most likely, therianthropism informed pervasively the iconic program of the yo- 

gini temple in Lokhari, Uttar Pradesh. Dehejia (1986: 156-162) documents twenty 
sculptures that were once part of a hilltop shrine of which only some stone blocks 
of the walls remain, making it impossible to establish the original number of the 
deities or the plan of the structure. It is, however, interesting to note the propor- 
tion of the animal-faced yoginis out of the extant sculptures: twenty figures have 
been identified, and among these only Camunda and other two mafys have entire- 
ly human appearances. The other sculptures are characterised by theriomorphic 
heads or faces: the cobra-headed (figure 1) and the rabbit-faced yogini (figure 2) 
are two exemplary images.'’ Therefore, the original set of yoginis — whatever their 
number was ~ presented in all likelihood a predominance of the animal-faced type. 

'' Hatley 2014: 210. 
" The remaining sculptures have faces of a goat, a cow, a bear, an elephant, a lion, a monkey, a dog, 

a ram, a buffalo; horse and deer faces occur twice. No inscription has been found at Lokhari, hence 
ascribing to the yoginis names taken from one or other textual list appears quite arbitrary.
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The Lokhari yoginis have a minimal character, both in the very modelling of 
the sculptures and in the figurative formula: only the figure of the yogini and her 
vahana are sculpted against a plain slab of coarse-grained sandstone rounded in 
the upper extremity, devoid of additional elements such as a throne and attendant 
figures, and without a halo over the deity’s head. On the basis of these absences De- 
hejia (1986: 156) ascribes the sculptures to the first half of the tenth century; hence 
Lokhari probably represents one of the earliest yogini temple sites.'* 
Belonging to the same period, but separated by several miles from Lokhari, 

are two yogini temples in Orissa, the best preserved being the one situated at 

the outskirts of the village of Hirapur, near Bhuvanesvar. This is the smallest of 
the yogini temples, and the only one with an entranceway protruding out from 

the circular walls, lending to the ground plan the shape of the yoni-pedestal of 
a Siva-liniga, as observed by Thomsen (1980: 53). The temple enshrines exactly 
sixty-four yoginis, and has a central pavilion, recently restored, once housing an 
image of Siva.’ 

While the enclosing walls consist of coarse sandstone, the sculptures are carved 
from fine-grained dark chlorite, which allows a high degree of artistic refinement. 
The elegant, standing figures of Hirapur yoginis, displaying an exquisite attention 
to detail, form a variegated symphony, which varies from joyful and dancing notes 
to warrior and fearsome tones. Dehejia (1986: 91) argues that the two Orissan tem- 
ples do not feature mdtrs, and supposes that the importance of the seven or eight 
Mothers in the region, worshipped in several independent shrines, is the reason for 

not including them among the yoginis. However, other scholars (among whom 
Das 1981: 42-45, further supported by Donaldson 2002: 2.658, 665) have identi- 
fied the matrs among the Hirapur yoginis. In the absence of inscriptional evidence 
it is difficult to ascribe an identity to the figures, and Orissan texts are not directly 
helpful in this task.’° 

At least twelve Hirapur yoginis are theriocephalic, the animals which can be in- 
dividuated with relative certainty being the boar (no. 9), the monkey (no. 11), the 

'’ For centuries, the Lokhari yoginis have remained on the hilltop exposed to the weather and van- 
dals. In the 1980s Dehejia found twenty sculptures lying among scattered stones. The traveller who 
visits Lokhari more than twenty years later finds only a few pieces of the figures remaining. Some of 
them, and some broken pieces — for example, only the snake-head of figure 1 - are now found in a 
storage area in the Garhwa fort (60 km from Allahabad), which is quite difficule to access (personal 
communication by travellers). Moreover, symptomatic are the stories of pwo Lokhari sculptures. The 
ram-headed yogini, whose picture is published by Dehejia (1986: 162), was ata lacer time smuggled to 

France, despite weighing four hundred kilograms, and acquired by an art collector. The heir donated 
the sculpture to the Indian Embassy, and so the sculpture came back to India: since August 2013 it 
is displayed in the New Delhi National Museum. The bear-headed yogini (picture in Dehejia 1986: 

161), instead, retrieved from smugglers, has been transformed into the tutelary goddess of the local 

police station in the town of Raipura (Madhya Pradesh), where she receives a daily puja (personal 
communication by travellers). 

'* See Dehejia 1986: 95, and Donaldson 2002: 2.663. 

'S See the observations by Dehejia (1986: 91-92) about the Candipurana.
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buffalo (no. 18), the lion (no. 26), the snake (no. 34), and the elephant (no. 38).'° 
The yogini no. 51 might be boar-faced (Donaldson 2002: 2.665 and Das 1981: 
45) or horse-faced (Dehejia 1986: 99). While, according to Dehejia (1986: 99), the 
sculpture no. 25 - reproduced in figure 3 - has the physiognomy of a donkey, 
in my view she has more likely the snout of a bear (so deems also Das 1981: 43): 
although the partial damage inevitably leaves a degree of uncertainty, significant 
hints are the rounded ears and the treatment of the hair resembling a very thick 
fur. The faces of the remaining four sculptures are for the most part broken, and 
so whereas the facial features are clearly non-human, the specific animal portrayed 

cannot be established indisputably.'’ The boar-headed and lion-headed yoginis 
might be Varahi and Narasirhhi, but this is not beyond doubr; similarly, the ele- 

phant-headed yogini could be a version of Vainayaki, the female form of Ganesa, 
but while the pot-bellied body is in favour of such identification, the donkey-vaha- 

na appears unusual and opens up more possibilities about her identity."* 
The theriocephalic iconographic type is not dismissed when the sculptural style 

becomes more sophisticated and exuberant, such as in the Bheraghat temple, near 
Jabalpur (Madhya Pradesh). This shrine, built under the auspices of the Kalacuri 
monarchs, is the largest and most imposing yogini temple, once encompassing 
probably eighty-one yoginis. Arrayed in cells along the circular inner perimeter, the 
seated images are slightly larger than life-size in dimension, and are characterised 
by sensuous bodies and elaborated details, evoking a mature beauty. Each figure 

is identified by a label inscribed on the base: through paleographical comparison 
Dehejia (1986: 137-139) suggests that the temple dates from the late tenth or early 
eleventh century. 

Six Bheraghat yoginis have animal faces, but we can plausibly suppose that the 
original iconic program comprised more, since only twenty-four of the eighty- 
one faces are in such a condition to be recognised as human or animal: several 
sculptures are missing and numerous images are extensively damaged, their head 
being broken or their upper part, from waist upwards, being entirely lost.'? Ex- 

‘6 The numbers are assigned clockwise from the left side of the entrance passageway (see Das 1981: 
41-47). Surprisingly, Donaldson (2002: 2.665) claims that only six sculptures have animal faces, but 

then in the comprehensive chart (2002: 2.666-667), which lists the features of the Hirapur figures, 
interprets nine yoginis as theriocephalic. 

The figure no. 28's protruding face might suggest a bird’s beak; the no. 32's face is damaged, burt 
a cat’s snout might be an hypothesis; the no. 36 is characterised by an unusual face with bulging eyes 
and has two apparently heavy and curled horns under a clearly human hairstyle - we might suppose 
she is buffalo or antelope-faced; according to Das (1981: 45) the no. 55’ “hair-do looks like the hood 
of a snake”, but the traits are too heavily damaged to claim anything with certainty. Other yoginis 
whose face is completely broken (as, for example, the no. 52, identified as Agneyi by Das 1981: 45) 
might have had theriomorphic lineaments. 

See Das 1981: 44, and Dehejia 1986; 92. 
" Dehejia (1986: 125, 129) emphasises the significance of the number eighty-one, in the 

Srimatottaratantra the worship of ekasiti yoginis being “specially intended for royalty”, but, due to 
the heavy damage, the iconic program of the Bheraghar temple is not totally legible.
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tant animal-headed yoginis are: Sri Erudi (figure 4), probably boar-faced;” Sri 
Varahi, boar—faced;”! ori Aingini, elephant-faced;” Sri Jamvavi, boar-faced;® Sri 
Pirngala, maybe bird-faced;* and a uninscribed yogini, in my view jackal-faced 
(figure 5).? In addition, although the face of Sri Sirhasirnha is heavily damaged, 
the name and the lion-headed attendant let us suppose that it was a theriomor- 
phic, leonine face.’® 

This very brief survey of a sculptural collection and two temples, chosen as ex- 
emplary material evidence belonging to different geographical locations, and in the 
case of Bheraghat slightly distant chronological periods, shows that in the temples’ 
iconic program the theriocephalic yogini is an invariably represented, and thus sig- 
nificant, iconographic type. 
The endurance of the animal-headed yogini imagery is attested by a Varanasi 

pictorial map painted on cloth, from the early nineteenth century.” Titled by 
Gengnagel (2011: 106-148) “Pilgrims in Banaras”, this is a vivid and colorful 
illustration of the sacred territory: hundreds of pilgrims populate the four proces- 
sional routes, and numerous gods and goddesses “inhabit” the space delineated 
by the processions. The yoginis are represented as a series of figures mostly char- 
acterised by animal heads: centuries after the main period of the cult, the therio- 
cephalism remains as a sort of hallmark of this class of deities, to the extent that 

the animal traits are the main visual component that identifies the yoginis among 
the several other characters represented on the map. Six of the thirty-eight figures 
of yoginis individuated by Gengnagel bear legible inscribed names, which find 
correspondence in the list of sixty-four yoginis in Kastkhanda 45. Interestingly, 
at Varanasi a temple related to the sixty-four yoginis still exists: it is dedicated to 
Caurnsathi Ma, and is located in the area of Bangali Tola, close to the Ganges ghat 

of the same name as the temple (Caurisathi Ghat), This shrine has a rectangular 
ground-plan, does not house any yogini image, and is of recent construction.” 

* While according to Cunningham and Das (1981: 53, no. 52) she is cow-faced and according 
to Dehejia (1986: 128) horse-faced, in my view she is more likely boar-faced, as deemed by Banerji 
(1931: 89, no. 74) and Sharma (1978: 60, no. 8). 

*! Banerji 1931: 89, no. 71; Sharma 1978: 63, no. 11; Das 1981: 53, no. 46. 

® Banerji 1931: 85, no. 41; Sharma 1978: 103, no. 41; Das 1981: 53, no. 54. 

* The lower part of the face is mutilated. Banerji 1931: 88, no. 66; Sharma 1978: 69, no. 16; Das 
1981: 54, no. 64. 

* None of the scholars (neither Banerji nor Sharma nor Das nor Dehejia) mention the animal face, 

but to my eye she clearly has non-human lineaments, which, although mutilated, resemble a par- 
rot-faced yogini from Naresar now in the Gwalior Museum (picture in Dehejia 1986: 147). Banerji 
states that “the head which has been fitted on this figure does not belong to it.” Banerji 1931: 86, no. 
54; Sharma 1978: 86, no, 28; Das 1981; 55, no. 76. 

*5 Instead, according to Banerji (1931: 90, no. 75) and Sharma (1978: 59, no. 7), she could be 
lion-headed. 

*€ Banerji 1931: 90, no 80; Sharma 1978: 50, no. 2; Das 1981: 55, no. 71. 

*" New Delhi, National Museum, Cat. No. 63.935; 234 x 330 cm. 
** See Gengnagel 2011: 110-112. 

*7 See Keul 2012: 386-391.
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However, a recently surfaced Varanasimahatmya suggests that the medieval reli- 
gious landscape of Varanasi might have included a circular hypethral temple ded- 
icated to the yoginis.*° Whether the extant shrine was built on the remains of the 
circular one is a hypothesis worth investigating. 

The animal-faced yogini images, as fascinating as enigmatic, would have re- 
mained mute sphinxes if texts were not indirectly giving voice, or at least some 
animation, to these silent, motionless descendants in stone (and in cloth), offer- 
ing precious clues about their meanings. 

3.2 TEXTUAL SOURCES 

Tantric Saiva texts teaching the cult of yogénis circulated before and at the same 
time as the temples. However, exactly how texts and art records interacted in 
early-medieval India is a question which poses remarkable challenge to scholars. 
In the tantric terrain intersections are difficult to trace for two main reasons. The 
construction of temples, the iconometry and iconography, and, mainly, the rites 
of installation (pratistha) are the concern of a specialised scriptural genre called 
Pratisthatantras, texts which are only partially edited and, in general, until now 

little-studied.*' The second, and most determining reason is that tantras consider 
themselves as divine, timeless revelations. The origins, and place and date of pro- 

duction of tantric scriptures were purposefully omitted by the authors, and thus 
these coordinates usually represent intricate enigmas for the scholars; a few clues 
come from colophons in manuscripts, but, as is known, dates and regional dis- 
tributions of Indian manuscripts are largely elusive.’ Furthermore, tantric scrip- 
tures, just as Most religious texts in India, are prescriptive in nature, teaching 

what to do and what to think,”’ which, in the earliest sources on yoginis, consists 

largely of individual esoteric rituals, unrelated to temples. The later literature of 
the Kaula corpus offers detailed visual descriptions of yoginis, but in regards to 
meditation, again in the context of private worship. 

As a matter of fact, we have relatively little data not only about the construc- 
tion of the yogini temples and the consecration of their images, but also about 
the details of temple rituals and the actual meaning of the iconographies. Signifi- 
cantly, a text which refers to a specific yogini temple represents an exception, and 
it is neither a tantra nor does it concern an extant temple. It is the already men- 

“ See Bisschop 2013 and 2016, and see infra 3.2. 
‘' Elizabeth Mills, in her unpublished PhD thesis (2011), has edited chapters on prasddalaksana, 

“the characteristics of the temples”, from six different Saiva Pratisthacaneras. This group of texts pres- 
ents the earliest account of building practice in Saiva literature. In particular, the Devydmata illus- 
trates the circular temple structure in 88. 2-3 (see Mills 2011, and also Mills 2014). This specialised 
literature is generally related to the Saivasiddhanta stream of Saivism, insofar as Siddhancatantras are 
concerned with the worship in public temples (see Sanderson 2014: 26-27), 

* See, for instance, the problems concerning the dating and the geographical location of Brab- 
mayamala in Hatley 2007; 211-236, 

’ See Sanderson 2014; 91.
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tioned Varanasimahatmya, which has recently surfaced thanks to Peter Bisschop. 
Attributed in the colophons to the Bhatravapradurbhava of the Matsyapurana, 
the mahatmya narrates eight divine missions to Kasi, and its eighth chapter refers 
to what appears to be a hypethral and circular yogini temple, which should have 
been part of the Varanasi sacred geography in the eleventh or twelfth century.* 

Diachronically, it is possible to recognise a continuity from the early, strict- 
ly esoteric textual tradition to the temple cults, which “mark the entry of these 
goddesses (the yoginis] into a wider, more ‘public’ religious domain.”” I find it 
significant to investigate the earliest period, in the belief that if an assessment of 
the meaning of the yogini therianthropism is at all possible, the earliest sources 

should be taken into consideration first. 
As previously mentioned, the earliest attested texts on Saiva yoginis predate 

the temples by at least two centuries. It is in the “Wisdom-mantra corpus” 
(Vidyapitha), a division of the Bhairavatantras, that the yogini cults rise into 

prominence. The term vidya designates here female mantras conceived as god- 
desses, and, indeed, the tantras of the Vidyapitha are characterised by a predom- 
inantly female pantheon. This literature - some texts of which may have cir- 
culated in the seventh century — appear to survive in four principal exemplars, 
namely the Brahmayamala, Siddhayogesvarimata, Tantrasadbhava and Jayadra- 
thayamala.* 

In the religious world of the Bhairavatantras the cult of yoginis is integrated 
within systems centered on different main deities. While yoginis do not figure as 
the primary cultic focus, ritual practices related to them represent nonetheless a 

constant presence. The ritual of these early texts mainly consists of antinomian 
individual practices to be performed in isolated places; usually, there is no men- 
tion of temple structures. However, sections on iconometry and iconography 
are not absent: the extensive Brabmayamala { BraYa] chapter 4 describes the cult 
deities images, providing instructions on measurements and installation.” Imag- 
es are also the subject of the much shorter BraYa chapter 6, where the goddesses 
are probably meant to be visualised, and, interestingly, they are characterised by 
therianthropism. This chapter is partially translated below. 

“ Since the existence of a Bhairavapradurbhava of the Matsyapurana is not attested, according to 
Bisschop (2016: 114), for a number of reasons, it is probable that the text was originally ascribed to 
the Vamanapurana. The eighth chapter of this Varanasimabatmya is among the textual sources ex- 
amined by Hatley (2014) co glean glimpses of the rituals performed in the yogini temples, the others 
sources being the Yasastilaka and Devipurana 50. 

* Hatley 2014: 196. 
* Even if there is a large amount of work in progress, none of these four texts has yet been con- 

verted into a complete critical edition. The majority of the Siddhayogesvarimata has been edited by 
Torzsdk (1999), while several chapters of the Brabmayamala have been edited by Hatley (2007); 
both works are at present unpublished doctoral theses, but they are likely to appear as print editions 
in the near future. Kiss (2015) has recently published an edition and translation of three Brab- 
mayamala chapters. 

* See Hatley 2007; 124-126, For a summary of the chapter see Kiss 2015: 318-321.
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Most likely, in this earliest period sculpted icons were installed in mandalas de- 
picted outside on special ritual occasions;™ in particular, images of yoginis were 
probably arranged in circles based on cakras. The next steps that led to the building 
of the temples can be plausibly supposed: the cakras developed into shrines made 
from perishable materials, and, at a later stage, thanks to elite patronage, these were 

translated into circular stone structures.” 
From the tenth century onward the yoginis were largely conceived as a group of 

sixty-four deities. As alluded to previously, most of the extant yogini temples en- 
shrine sixty-four sculptures; similarly, tantric and puranic accounts after the tenth 
century associate yoginis with the number eight squared, as we shall see. However, 
this configuration is later and secondary: the earliest textual sources do not feature 
sixty-four yoginis.*° The BraYa, dated from circa the seventh-eighth century, is per- 
vaded by groups of six yoginis, and multiple groups of six constitute the largest 
formation, which consists of twenty-four yoginis. 

3.2 THERIANTHROPIC YOGINIS IN BRAHMAYAMALA, 

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO BRAYA 6 

The six yoginis of the central BraYa pantheon are defined by interestingly ex- 
pressive names: Krostuki (“Jackal Woman”), Vijaya (“Victoria”), Gajakarna (“El- 
ephant-ears”), Mahamukhi (“Big-mouth”), Cakravega (“Wheel-speed”), and 
Mahanasa (“Big-snout”). Three kinds of figures are suggested: Krostuki and Gaja- 
karna clearly indicate animal appearances, Vijaya and Cakravega evoke martial and 
auspicious features, while Mahamukhi and Mahanasa suggest physical dispropor- 
tion.*! Whereas the extant statuary reflects the theriomorphic and warrior traits, no 
sculpture of yogini is, to my knowledge, characterised by exaggerated body parts. 
Such a grotesque note might have been inherited from the gana precursors. 
Among the groups of six in BraY another evocative name is Kharanana, “Don- 

key-faced” (3.82d), a yogini who belongs to the Viraja smasana. 
The third chapter of BraYa offers a list of twenty-four yogini names, seven of 

which clearly reveal theriomorphic features: 

The Mantrin should worship the twenty-four yoginis around [all these] in due order, in 
threes, as prescribed. They are the causes of all powers (siddhi): 

[1] Suprabha, [2] Devamaca, [3] Visala 
[4 ] Yogavahini, [5] Hayavega, [6] Suvega, 

“ See Kiss 2015: 27-30 on devagara (‘house of the deity’) in BraY4, which is to be interpreted not 

as a temple, but as a mandala. 
* See Dehejia 1986: 2, 85, 186; Hatley 2014: 204, 207, 216-217. 

* The association of the yoginis with the number sixty-four became so pervasive that some texts 
were even rewritten in order to include it (see Serbaeva 2006: 115). In the secondary literature it is 

often considered as a sort of distinctive trait or hallmark of the yogini cult (see, for instance, the recent 
monograph by Roy 2015). On the formation of sixty-four yoginis see Serbaeva 2006: 113-115. 

*' See Hatley 2014: 207.
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[7] Manmathi, [8] Vayavi, [9] Vanari, 
[10] Krostuki, [11] Mrganka, [12] Sasini, 
[13] Siva, [14] Simhanana, [15] Vyaghri, 
(16) Harini, [17] Kekara, [18] Marjari, 
[19]Ghanea, [20] Jambavi, [21] Vegavahini, 
[22] Gauri, [23] Rambha, [24] Saci. 

He should venerate the yoginis.” 

According to the names, there are yoginis with the appearances of a horse 
(Hayavega), a monkey (Vanari), a jackal (Krostuki), a lion (Simhanana), a tiger (Vy- 
aghri), an antelope (Harini), and a cat (Marjari). 

The BraYa explicitly prescribes visualising goddesses with animal faces in the 
eighth chapter, which deals with magical rituals (satkarman*). The devis should be 
visualised with the faces of lions (16 ab jualarupab sthita devyab simbavaktra vicin- 
tayet), of jackals (22cd-23ab akrantam Ssaktibhih dhyayec chaktina hrdi bheditam | 
mryate natra sandeho grhitam krosthukananaih™), and of camels (26 ab hrtpadme 
samsthita devya ustraripam vicintayet). The terms devi and Sakti are clearly used 
here as interchangeable, and denote female figures of the yogini typology; indeed, 
these terms are attested in other contexts as synonyms of yogini.*° 

In the few excerpts of BraYa quoted above, krosthukananaih is a masculine used 
as a feminine: this is an Aisa peculiarity. 

Aiga*® or Arga‘’ is the name given to the special register of Sanskrit which char- 
acterises the majority of early tantras. This language displays numerous deviations 
from the Paninian grammar rules - anomalies that, at first glance, an (unaware) 

Sanskritist would label as mistakes. However, Aisa is not merely “erroneous San- 
skrit’: it is possible to identify a series of recurrent features which denote a lin- 
guistic variety “with its own rules, whose basis is Sanskrit, but which shows in- 

fluence from Prakrit and Apabhraméa”;** in other words there is method in the 
grammatical incorrectness.”” In several cases, this non-standard language appears to 

* BraYa 3.57cd-3.6lab, translation Kiss 2015: 186. 
* In the cantric domain, the satkarman are six standard actions of magical prowess of an adept (see 

Goudriaan 1978: 251-412). For these acts as réjasa and tamasa siddhis in the Siddhayogesvarimata 
see Torzsék 2000: 138-139. The electronic transcription of BraY4 8 is courtesy of Shaman Hatley. 

* The masculine *ananaih clearly stands for the feminine, see infra. 
* Cf. Hatley 2007: 9, and Térzsék 2014: 347. 

* “(The language] of the Lord (Ifa, i.e. Siva)”; this is how Ksemaraja calls the language in his com- 
mentary on the Suacchandatantra. 

* “(The language] of the sages (7;i).” 
“ Térzsok 1999: xxv. 
* For the detailed description of the Aisa language I refer to the three main contributions on the 

subject: the Kubjikamatatantra critical edition by Goudriaan-Schoterman 1988 provides in the in- 
troduction (44-109) a list of the non-standard forms of the text; Térzsék 1999 (xxiv-ixx) compiles a 
grammar of the Aisa language, analysing the irregular forms of the Siddhayogesvarimata from the 
phonological, morphological, syntactic and lexical points of view, and establishing parallels with epic 
Sanskrit, Prakrit, and Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit. The third, most recent study is Kiss 2015: 74-86,
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be related to the esoteric nature of the tantra: some Saiva texts which belong not to 
the earliest stratum, but to the most esoteric core of tantric literature are also char- 

acterised by Aisa forms, such as the Kaulajidnanirnaya quoted infra.” Certainly, 

one of the main problems is determining whether an irregular form is original Aisa 
or the consequence of a scribal error. In the present contribution, the footnotes to 

the texts discuss linguistic issues as they arise. 
Similarly to chapter 8, but in a more systematic way, chapter 6 of BraYa also 

prescribes visualising deities with animal appearances. This patala provides in- 
structions on representing images of goddesses related to nine household items, 
in which the deities dwell or on which they should be visualised. This nine-fold 
domestic pantheon worship, named grhaydga or navayaga, is one of the important 
yagas in the BraY4, and it also features in the Jayadrathayamala (JY). 

With a few differences in names and order, the nine objects correspond in all 
the lists (BraYa 3.1ff., 6.1fF., 13.1ff., 30.193ff. and 62.31ff.; JY 1.48.4ff.).°' Even 
if BraYa chapter 6 does not use the term navayaga, nor specifies the identities of 
the devatas, these elements can be easily inferred from the parallel passages, where 
the navayaga goddesses consist of Bhairavi, the four gubyakas, and the four dutis. 
These nine feminine figures belong to the core pantheon of the BraYa. Bhairavi, 
also known as Canda Kapilini, and her consort Bhairava, designated also Kapalisa, 

represent the two main deities in the scripture. Several groups of goddesses sur- 
round them: the four gubyakas or devis; the four dutis (“consorts”), also called 
kinkaris (“attendants”); the six yoginis; and the eight Mothers (magrs), “in de- 
scending order of status. [...] While possessing distinct identities and degrees of 
cultic importance, these goddesses belong to a common typology [...} - that of the 
yogini or yogesvari.”” 

The majority of the BraYa chapter under investigation presents close parallels 
in a patala of the *Brabmayamalasara |BraYasira] - the short recension of the 
BraYa (3500 verses), whose readings, in many cases, seem to be independent of 
the old BraYa manuscript.** At the outset, the BraYasara chapter refers to the devis 
it is going to describe as siddhipradayakah (12.1b), “siddhi granting goddesses.” 

modelled on the BraYi. Kiss’s editorial policy has been co “apply the fewest emendations possible, 
while at the same time to note every non-Paninian phenomenon in the footnotes [...]. When I correct 
something, I do not aim at correcting it co the Paninian form. Rather, I try co come up with the most 
probable ‘original’ form” (Kiss 2015: 74), The mapping of the rules of the Aisa language is still a work 
in progress among scholars; Sanderson has been compiling a grammar of the Aisa language, which is 
unpublished for the time being. 

” See Térzsék 1999; ii. The grammatical incorrectness is taken to the extreme in the Catuspitha, 
one of the earliest Buddhist Yoginitantras, where the irregularities are so pervasive to be statistically 

improbable, suggesting an intentional, conscious effort (see Szanto 2012: 13-14). 

*' However, in BraYa 6 the mausali (pestle) does not figure, dehali (threshold) being repeated in- 
stead; see the text below. See Kiss 2015: 16-18 and TAK III s.v. navayaga, entry by Kiss and Térzsék. 

* Hatley 2007; 9. 
** Note that the title Brabmaydmalasara does not occur in the text itself (Hatley, personal commu- 

nication, March 2016). Needless to say, the BraY4sara is a potential source of good variant readings. 
To detail the parallel: BraYasara 12. 1-16 follows rather closely BraYa 6. 1-17 ab.
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This kind of designation frequently occurs for the yoginis as well, since conferring 
extraordinary powers is one of the distinctive characteristics of this class of deities.” 

Therefore, even if the feminine figures illustrated in the chapter(s) do not fit into 
the stricter definition of yoginis, 1 found it significant to examine this passage, for 
the paramount presence of the theriomorphic element.” 

atab param pravaksyami devatapratimani tu | 
kharangavasthita devya nagnarupah kharananah || 6.1 || 
Sarpapicchakahastas tu kartavya vardhamanake | 
svanangavasthita devyo dhvanksaripa mababhujah || 6.2 || 
muktakesas ca nagnas ca pharahastah sada sthitah | 
adhodrstis tu kartavya yage seharikatmake \| 6.3 || 
ustrangavasthita devyd ustravaktrah subbisanab | 
dandahastas tu kartavyah patantodhrtadehajah || 6.4 || 
prasaritakara nityam kartavya dehalitale | 
smasanamrdaya devyo bhimarupah bhayotkatah || 6.5 || 
pretartidhbas tu kartavya musalahasta mahabalab | 
tusadhiupakanibbis ca kartavya dikhale sada || 6.6 || 
kurmaprsthasthita devyah picuvaktra mahabalab | 
padmahastas tu kartavya udakumbhe prayatnatab || 6.7 || 
srgalangavasthita devyah kartavya utkatasanab | 
pisamands tu kartavya lodhahastas tu samsthitah || 6.8 || 
udvartane sthita devya irdhvakesah mahabalab | 
apibantas tu kartavya kanjinyam talasamsthitah || 6.9 || 
kapale samsthita devya irdhvaripa bhayanakab | 
vyavurtena tu vaktrena bhimarupa mahabalab || 6.10 || 
khanapanarata nityam kartavyanjalibastikab | 
culliyage prasidhyanti bhairavasya vaco yatha || 6.11 || 
hayangavasthita devyo hayariipas tu karayet | 

™ For instance, in BraYa LX XIII 47cd the same locution refers to a yogini: brabmanikulaja devi 
svamsasiddhipradayika “|She is] a yogini of the clan of Brahmani, O Goddess, who bestows sid- 
dhis upon those [sadhakas} of her own [Mother-goddess] amsa.” (See Hatley 2007; 33, n.12). Also, 
devyah siddbipradayakab in BraYasara 1b is an example of completely different readings between 
BraY4 and BraY4sara: the former presents devatapratimani tu in 1b. 

* | have provided a very basic critical apparatus to the Sanskrit text of BraY4 6.1-14, which I have 
analysed and translated relying on Hatley’s electronic transcription. I have intervened only when ap- 
parent scribal errors were involved, and I have silently normalised the cases of word-final anuswara/ 

bilabial nasal and of gemination/degemination, as required by standard orthography. In the Sanskrit 
text loci suspecti are identified by non-italics, while doubtful translations are framed by interrogative 
points. Hatley’s transcription reflects che old Nepalese MS (NAK 3-370, see final references). The 
other four principal surviving manuscripts of the BraYa appear to descend from this one, and are 
therefore of relative value (see Hatley 2007; 289, and Kiss 2015: 58). Thus, a collation of the oth- 

er manuscripts and a paleographical study of the problematic points of the chapter can probably 
improve the text, but such a manuscript tradition clearly indicates the value of the transcription of 
the oldest manuscript. Hatley’s electronic transcription of BraY4 6 is reported as B in the critical ap- 
paratus, while his transcription of BraYasara 12 is reported as $. Due to the interpretative problems 
illustrated infra, the present translation is in no way meant to be definitive.
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prasannavadanah saumya gandhadhupapriyab sada || 6.12 || 
vastralankaragandhats ca pujitavyah prayatnatab | 
kartavya pithikagre tu nilotpalakaras tatha || 6.13 || 
prasidhyanti na samdeho dehalitalasamsthitah | 
yatra tatra sthita devyas tadamsah karmasadhikab || 6.14 || 

1c kharanga® } corr; kharanga’ B 1d kharananah J corv.; ksarananah B 2a sarpapicchaka’ } 
corr. Hatley; sirppapimcchaka® B 2b vardhamanake } em. Hatley; varttamanake B; vard- 
dhamanake § 2c évana*} corr. Hatley; svana B 2d dhvanksa® } cony.; dhvamksa B maha- 
bhujah ] corr; mahabhujam B 3d yage ] em. Hatley; yaga’ B Sc Smasana’ } corr.; Smasana® 
B Sd *rapah } em.; *rapam B bhayotkatah ] em.; bhayotkatam B 7a “prstha’ | em.; prsta 
B; prsthe S 8d lodha’ } B; lostha S 9a udvartane | B; udvarttena $ 9b ardhvakesah | corr.; 
urddhakesam B 9c apibantas} conj. Hatley; apibandhas B; apivanti S 9d kafjinyam | cor7.; 
kamjinya B 10b ardhva’ } corr.; Grddha B 11d yatha | em. Hatley; yatha B 12a °avasthita | 
em.; *avasthito B; avasthita S 13c pithikagre ] B; pithika sobha S$ 14d °amsah ] corr.; amsa B 

1-2ab Next, I shall explain the images of the deities. In the platter ritual (vardbamana) the 
goddesses should be represented naked, on donkeys, with donkey faces” and with a win- 
nowing basket and a peacock tail-feather in their hands. 
2cd-3 In the ritual related to the broom (seharika) the goddesses should always be repre- 
sented naked, on dogs, with (¢) a crow like (?) appearance,* long arms, loose hair, with a 
shield in their hands, looking downward. 
4-Sab In the threshold-ground ritual (dehalz) the goddesses should always be represented as 
terrifying, on camels, with camel faces, with a club in their hands, (2) arising from the body, 
extracted by the end of a cloth” (?), with outstretched hands. 
5cd-6 In the mortar ritual (dakhala), using cremation ground clay and a small quantity of 
incense and the chaff of grain, the goddesses should always be represented as powerful, with 

*¢ The form devyd (i.e. devyab pre-sandhi) can be accepted since in the Aisa language a very com- 
mon phenomenon is the extension of - i stems to - 4 stems. This means that a word in ~ ican have 
two nominative plurals: the regular devyah and the extended devyab. In this chapter there is an alter- 
nation of the cwo forms (regular devyah in 2c, Sc, 10a, 12a, 14c, 20a, 21a, 22c; extended devyah in la, 
4a, 7a, 8a, 9a, 20c). A third possible Aisa form of the nominative plural is the accusative in - ih, which 
does not occur in this chapter, but finds attestation for example in the nominative plural yoginih in 
BraYa LV 100b, and in SYM 22.5a, 22.20c. This latter form is due to a general tendency of the Aisa 
morphology towards having only two cases, a nominative/accusative or direct and oblique case - an 

erosion process that will clearly emerge in Apabhraméa. Cf. Térzsék 1999: xxviii. 
* As mentioned supra, Kharanana is a name of a yogini belonging to Viraja smasana in BraYa 3.82d. 

** The conjecture dbvariksa is tentative: it would be the only case in the chapter where the animals 
on which the goddesses are placed and their own animal faces ditfer. The reading dhvanksa, a kind of 

plant, does not seem suitable for the context. Another, theoretical, possibility is that the corruption 
conceals an adjective (which maybe qualifies the aksa of the goddesses), similarly to other compounds 
in the chapter having rapa as second member, namely nagnarupab in ld, bhimarapab in 5d, 
ardhvarupab in 10b. However, bayarupab in 12b does present an animal name as first member of the 
compound, Unfortunately the parallel locus of the BraYasara (12.2d) displays a lacuna before rapa. 

* Ic is difficult to understand the intended meaning of the compound patantodhrtadehajab: as 
transmitted, it seems unintelligible. If we emend in patanta’, another optional, but equally enigmat- 
ic, translation could be “arising from the body, wearing the end of a cloth,” Either way, the actual 
sense still remains obscure, and so I have preferred nor to introduce any changes.
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a terrifying and frightful aspect, mounted on pretas, with a pestle in their hands. 
7 In the ritual of the water-jar (udakumbha), the goddesses should be accurately represent- 
ed as powerful, on tortoise-shells, with pics’! in their mouths, with a lotus in their hands. 
8 In the ritual of the grind-stone (pisani®) the goddesses should be represented on jackals, 
in squatting posture (utkatasana®’), with a pestle™ in their hands. 
9 In the ritual of the mixing bowl (kavijini), the goddesses should be represented as power- 
ful, (2) in the act of grinding and drinking (?)®°, with their hair sticking up. 
10-11 In the ritual of the fireplace (culli), it is well known, the goddesses should always be 
represented as powerful and dreadful, in a standing position upon skulls, with covered 
faces and a frightful appearance, always fond of eating and drinking, with their hands in 
atyali,* according to the words of Bhairava. 
12 The goddesses who are on horses should be represented with a horse like appearance, as 
gentle, with gracious faces, always fond of perfumes and incenses. 
13-14ab They should be accurately honoured with garments, ornaments and perfumes. 

* Note that 6b is hypermetrical, and has three initial Laghw syllables. 
*' In BraY4, pice appears to be a liquid employed in ritual, most likely a bodily Auid. According to 

Hatley, it consists of blood or sexual fluids, probably both male and female sexual fluids combined, it 
could also refer to the “five nectars” (paricamrta) mixture. It is noteworthy that this scripture is also 
known as Picumata “The Doctrine of Picu”: alongside “ Brabmayamala”, “ Picumata” is the foremost 

among the titles and epithets occurring in the colophons and within the texts. (See TAK III s.v. picu, 
entry by Hatley, and Hatley 2007; 243-251). Picuvakera is the name of a yogini in Tantrasadbhava 
13.83d, SSS 15.146a, Mayadipika cited by Hemadri 44a, Pratisthalaksanasdarasamuccaya 6.380a, and 
Agnipurana 146.19ab. (See TAK III s.v. picuvaktra, entry by Hatley; Hadey 2007: 244; and Serbaeva 
2006: App. 7.6, 59). Picuvaktra in Jayaratha’s commentary on Tantraloka, and in Kaula scriptural 
sources, is a synonym of patalavaktra and adhovaktra as well as yoginivaktra, indicating a hidden, 
lower face of the supreme deity, source of the Kaula revelation. This sense is apparently not attested 
in BraYa. (See TAK III s.v. picuvaktra.) 

* Where we would rather expect a locative such as pisanyam (from pisani) appears this odd form 
pisamanas, which, anyway, certainly points toward the grind-stone ritual. 

® Utkatasanab here might be one of the earliest Sanskrit examples of che compound; it figures in 
various hathayoga texts from the 14th century onwards (e.g. Amaraughasasana 8.2, Hathapradipika 
2.27, Gherandasambita 2.27). While utkatasana is thus attested from a relatively late date, utkatika 
and vernacular derivations appear earlier to define a squatting posture in texts such as the Pali Canon 
and the circa 4th-century CE Jaina Sthanarigaséera. | am grateful to James Mallinson for these ob- 
servations (personal communication, March 2016). Another option would have been to emend the 
compound in utkatananab, but there is no valid reason to intervene in this case. 

* Turner's Comparative Dictionary (11134) under the head-word /6tha mentions lédha as a Prakrit 
term meaning “rolling pin”, and similar forms indicating a stone roller for grinding, hence my trans- 
lation as “pestle.” The BraYasara variant lostha does not find attestation in Turner, but it is clearly 
similar to /étha attested in Vopadeva. 

*5 Both the readings wdvartane and 4pibantas are problematic: it is less than certain that wo actions 
~ grinding and drinking ~ are what is intended here. In place of the former we would rather expect an 
ubi conststam, since the verb stha follows. The BraYasara reads udvartena: does it maybe refer to what 
overflows (udvrt) from the mixing bowl? Ic is not entirely clear. The Hatley’s conjecture a4pibantas 
is ‘diagnostic’ or centative. At present, the images of these kavijini goddesses remain sketchy for us. 

“ kartavyanjalibastikab is a case of double sandhi to avoid hypermerrism and hiatus, viz. kartavyah 
anjal > kartavya anjali’ > kartavyanjali, This is a phenomenon occurring in epic Sanskrit as well. 
Cf. Térzsék 1999: xxxii, and Kiss 2015: 84.
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In the ricual of the threshold ground (dehali)* they should be represented on the top of a 
pedestal, with a blue water-lily in their hands; it is well known, there is no doubt. 
14cd Wherever the goddesses are present, the female performers of the rituals are partial 
manifestations of them.” 

For the reader, the main problem of the chapter immediately arises. How to 
interpret - and therefore how to duly translate - the compound animal name- 
angavasthita (namely kharangavasthita 1c, svandngavasthita 2c, ustrangavasthita 

3c, srgalangavasthita 8a, bayangavasthitah 12a)? Should the goddesses be repre- 

sented in animal bodies or on animals? On the one hand, at first glance aviga is a 
clear and strong indication of a physical body, therefore it seems to point towards 
goddesses in animal bodies, but, on the other hand, the text states that the goddess- 
es are naked (magnaripa-), a description which is fitting for a human body, not for 
an animal one. Furthermore, they hold emblems in their hands, which makes us 
presume upper human limbs, Another clue could perhaps be inferred on the basis 
of the quite consistent structure of the verses. The locution animal name-ariga is 
invariably posited at the beginning of the verse, before the verb stha, but in two 
cases it is replaced with an object on which the goddesses are clearly placed: kar- 
maprsthasthita 7a “placed upon tortoise shells”, and kapale samsthita 10a “placed 
upon a skull.” A comparison between BraY4 6 and other passages presenting the 
theriomorphic ingredient also causes the reader to lean towards the hypothesis of 
goddesses on animals, not in animal bodies: BraYa 8, quoted above, and Siddha- 
yogesvarimata 13 and 25, reported below, seem to indicate that in these earliest 
texts the yoginis appear with animal faces, not in purely theriomorphic form. 
Another possibility could be to interpret aviga as referring to the torso, thus the 

goddesses would have animal torsos and human limbs, and most of them also have 
animal faces. It is difficult to establish whether “naked” could be an appropriate 
description for such a hybrid, and, as far as I am aware, there are no comparable 

Indian figures attested in texts or images. 
An intriguing, but maybe incautious, third hypothesis, would entirely fit with 

the literal description. It is possible to imagine these goddesses with the lower part 
of the body in animal form, the upper torso as human and, for most of them, 

the face of the same animal (a sort of female centaur with an equine face as well). 
This interpretation is compatible with the aviga issue, the naked description and 

*” Here the dehali (threshold) ritual is apparently repeated, while in the other navaydga lists the 
mausali (pestle) completes the set of nine household items. 

“ As suggested by Hatley (notes to the electronic transcription), it is also possible to interpret 
pithikagre as “in front of the liriga base.” 

© The intended purport of amsa, and of the entire verse, is ambiguous. As translated, this verse 
would be the only explicit reference in the chapter to the performers of these rituals, connoting them 
as female, but this is not beyond doubt. It is also possible to interpret *sddhikah as referring to the 
goddesses, meaning “wherever the goddesses are present, they accomplish ritual aims connected to 
their (divine) counterparts.” The brief chapter (twenty-two verses in total) continues with a list of 
goddesses’ attributes in satkarman rituals, for which see the references in note 44.
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the holding of emblems in their hands. Composite beings whose lower half is an- 
imal and upper half is human frequently feature in Indian sources.” To embrace 
this hypothesis would imply differentiating between goddesses with animal bodies 
from goddesses explicitly placed upon objects (namely upon pretas in Scd-6, upon 
tortoise-shells in 7, upon skulls in 10-11); remarkably, in the latter cases the deities 

do not have animal faces. In short, there would be hybrid goddesses with animal 
lower bodies, and anthropomorphic goddesses placed on vahanas.”' 

It is quite clear chat the goddesses are meant to be visualised, that is to say the 
pratimdalaksanas of the goddesses are described with the aim of visualisation. BraYa 
6 pervasively uses verb forms from Vky, but in one case BraYasara 12 presents the 
verb vicintayet “should be imagined” (repeated in 10b and 10d), suggesting an 

equivalence in meaning between the latter and the forms from Vkr. Only in one 
Sloka it seems that the deities should be physically represented, that is sculpted 
from the clay of the cremation ground (s‘masdnamrdaya devyo 5c). This leads to 
another inevitable question. 
What is the correlation, if any, between the therianthropic image and the ritual 

or the household item? In other words, what is the significance of the animal com- 
ponent in this context? In BraYa 30, the nine household items are connected with 
nine impure carus (62.3 1c-33): the platter with the human carw, the threshold with 
the camel, the mortar with the cat, the water-jar with the jackal, the fire-place with 

the dog, the grind-stone with the donkey, the mixing bow] with the crow, the pestle 

with the horse, the broom with the elephant carz.” As it is apparent, the associa- 
tions between the kind of ritual and the species of animal are different from BraYa 

” To mention but a few: kimnaras in Buddhist tradition are depicted with human heads and tor- 
sos, but with bird wings and, from waist down, bird form; they occur frequently in early Buddhist 
art (figuring at Safici, Nagarjunakonda, Bharhut, Amaravati, Mathura, and Ajanta), and in Jataka 
narrative (featuring in Jatakas no. 481, 485, 504, and 540), appearing invariably with ornitomorph 
features. In the Hindu context, instead, they are usually conceived as half-human and half-equine. 

The Visnudbarmottarapurana at III 42, 13-14 describes them in these terms: “The Kimnaras are 
said to be of two types - one with human heads and equine bodies and the other type is said to 
have human bodies and equine faces” (translation Mukherji 2001: 189). Interestingly, the former 
type is defined as hayavigraha, “having an equine body”: vigraha is a synonym of ariga and is clearly 
used here to indicate only the lower part of the body, as would be the case for aviga in BraYa 6 if we 
accepted the third hypothesis. Incidentally, the bird-form of the kimnaras was not unknown to the 
Hindu artists (see Panchamukhi 1951: 44-45; see also Krishna Murty 1985: 35-36). Gandharvas are 
represented not only with the hindquarters of a horse or a donkey but, often, also with the face of a 

bird (see Pancamukhi 1951). The well-known ophidian nature of nagas is usually expressed in figures 
whose lower half is snake-like and upper half is human, with three, five or more cobra-hoods extend- 
ing over the head (see Vogel 1926). 

”' The interpretative conundrum of this passage will maybe be solved by the identification of par- 
allels and by the insights of other readers. At present, the most plausible interpretation seems the one 
I have followed in the translation: that is to say goddesses with animal vabanas, and, in three cases 
out of five, correspondent animal faces. It might also be possible that the ambiguity of this passage is 
due to imperfect adaptations of different compositional strata of the text; on the BraY4 as a heteroge- 
neous, layered text, which incorporated new material over time, see Hatley 2007: 206-211. 

" See TAK III s.v. navayaga, entry by Kiss and Térzsdk.
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6, therefore this passage cannot be regarded as an explanation for the correlation, 

but rather it complicates the picture. While no compelling interpretation emerges 
for the specific connection between the animal and the ritual, as discussed in the 
conclusive section, the animal features of the yoginis appear to be related, among 
other aspects, with the obtainment of the superhuman abilities by the practitioner. 
This might be the case, since BraYa 85. 107ff explicitly prescribes the use of some of 

these domestic items for the obtainment of several siddbis. 
Finally, we may observe that in this passage in three cases there is a correspon- 

dence between the animal face and the vabana (with khara in |cd, ustra in 4ab and 
haya in 12ab). Also in the Satsahasrasambhita and derived accounts coeval with the 
temples, considered infra, some yoginis are depicted with the head of an animal 

and with the same animal as vahana. In the yogini sculptures there is not usually 
such a correspondence. However, as is known, the lack of an iconographic confir- 
mation to a textual source or vice versa is a frequent case in indological studies, and 
therefore it cannot be regarded as a binding proof. 

3.28 THERIANTHROPIC YOGINIS IN SIDDHAYOGESVARIMATA 

Another Vidyapitha text, the Siddhayogesvarimata [SYM], roughly from the same 
time as BraY4, is the foundational work of the Trika (triad) tradition. In the Trika 
system “the cult of yoginis permeates all levels,””* and the adept ascends through 
circuits of yoginis to the core deities, which are the three mantra-goddesses Para, 
Parapara, and Apara.™ A glimpse on therianthropic yoginis is offered by SYM 
chapter 13: 

The eminent Hero, concentrating with appeased mind, {should do this] until yoginis gath- 
er all over around him. Seeing their various frightening forms, he should not be scared, but 

mentally recite the [Parapara] mantra. Then, making a terrible and very fierce, inarticulate 
noise, they will fall down to the ground, surrounding the best of practitioners. Some of 

them have their eyes wide open, others have huge, red eyes, still others are camel- tiger- or 

donkey-faced. Some are naked, with their hair loosened, o Beautiful-Faced One, with ce- 
lestial bodies; blessed, their eyes are rolling in intoxication. Still others have large eyes and 

round, projecting breasts. Their limbs are adorned with divine ornaments and they fulfill 
every wish.” 

™ Sanderson 1988: 673. 
"* See Sanderson 1988: 672-674, and Térzsik 1999: xv-xix. The doctrines of the Trika reach their 

definitive formulation in the works of Abhinavagupta and his pupil Ksemaraja. 
SYM 13, 13-18: 
ekacittasthito virah sa mahatma prasannadbhih | 
tavad ydavat samayata yogesvaryah samantatah ||13.13 || 
tasam caiva tu ripani bhisanani babuni ca | 
drstva naiva bhayam kuryad vidyam eva -m- anusmaret || 13.14 || 
tata kalakalaravam krtva ghoram sudarunam | 
bhiman nipatya tisthanti vestyantya{h} sadbakottamam || 13.15 || 
ka /icid utpbullanayanah k{a jscid raktayateksanab |
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Animal-faced yoginis feature again in chapter 25: 

They have extraordinary faces such as bear, tiger, elephant, demon, horse, boar and other 
faces. Seeing them, one should not rejoice, nor should be angry.”® 

Interestingly, the SYM has no doubts about the hybrid nature of the yoginis: they 
are decidedly theriocephalic, just like the yoginis in sculpture. 

3.2c THERIANTHROPIC YOGINIS IN KAULA TEXTS, 

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO KAULAJNANANIRNAYA 23 

The cult of the yoginis would probably have remained a marginal phenomenon if 
it was not for the Kaula movement. Developing from within the Vidyapitha and 
maintaining a substantial connection with it, the Kaula tradition marks impor- 

tant transformations. Chiefly, it shifts the focus from antinomian practices and 
mortuary dimension to yogic and erotic rituals aimed at ecstatic experiences. If 
the earliest sources on yoginis belong to the Vidyapitha, the majority of the extant 

Saiva literature related to yoginis is inscribed in various Kaula traditions.” 
The Satsahasrasambita [SSS], a Kaula text belonging to the Kubjika-tradition, 

contains a detailed description of the sixty-four yoginis’ iconography in its un- 
published fifteenth chapter (SSS 15. 100-165). Albeit the purpose appears to be 
meditation in the context of individual practice, the text is significantly coeval 
with the principal yogini temples.”* The iconography of the same set is illustrated 
by three pre-fourteenth-century sources identified by Biihnemann (2003: 23): the 
Agnipurana (chapters 50, 52, and 146), the Mayadipika as cited by HemAdri in 
the Caturvargacintamani (II/1 92-102), and the Pratisthalaksanasdrasamuccaya 
[PLSS]} (6. 327-400). These iconographic sections, when compared, prove to 
be for the most part congruent; according to Serbaeva (2006: 32), the ultimate 
source is to be seen in SSS 15. Such a close correspondence between tantric and 
puranic sources is a clear example of osmosis between the two realms of tantra 

ustravyaghrananah k/a jscit ka |scic caiva kharanana[b/ || 13.16 || 
vivastra muktakesas ca k/d jicic canya varanane | 
kharupinyo mahabhaga madavibbrantalocanah || 13.17 || 
vistirnanayanah k/a jscit pinonnatapayodhara{h) | 
divyalankaradiptang/ab } sarvakamarthasadbtkah || 13.18 || 
Edition and translation by Térzsék forthcoming. I am grateful to Judit Térzsék for providing me 

with chapters of the forthcoming critical edition. 
*€ SYM 25.74cd-75: 
vikrtair ananais capi rksavyaghrananais tatha || 25.7 4|| 
gajasya ratricarasya asvasikarakadibbih | 
drstva tan tu na brsyeta na ca kopam samacaret || 25.75 || 
Edition by Térzsék forthcoming. 
™ See Sanderson 1988: 679-690, and Hartley 2007: 153-162. 
”* Serbaeva (2006: App. 7.6, 56-71) reports Sanderson’s preliminary edition of SSS 15. The manu- 

scripts of the SSS date from the ewelfth century onwards. See Hatley 2014: 209.
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and purana, indicating that their boundary was permeable for concepts, texts 
and devotees.” 
The PLSS professes to be a compendium based on several agamas, and, inter- 

estingly, states (6.327cd) that the description of the yogénis is in accordance with 
the BraYa. However, as alluded to previously, the yoginis do not feature in that 

early Vidyapitha text in the form of the number sixty-four. 
Although much later, a sort of bridge between the textual evidence and the 

visual rendering of the description is provided by the line drawings of two Nep- 
alese manuscripts of PLSS: these illustrate the deities, mostly belonging to the 
Saiva pantheon, as described in chapter 6, including the sixty-four yoginis; Buh- 

nemann 2003 reproduces the two sets of illustrations.” 
In these correspondent textual descriptions ten yoginis are theriocephalic. They 

are (the numbers refer to the tabulation’s lines and to the line drawings imag- 
es in Buhnemann 2003): Visalaksi, pig-faced, 207; Humkari, fish-faced, 208; 
Vadavamukhi, horse-faced, 209; Haharava, donkey-faced, 210; Mahakrara, buf- 

falo-faced, 211; Hayanana, horse-faced, 218; Pralayantika, monkey-faced, 233; 

Pisaci, crow-faced, 235; Tapani, snake-faced, 239; Vamani, elephant-faced, 240. It 

is noteworthy that five of them are depicted with the head of an animal and with 
the same animal as vahana:*' this circumstance seems to occur in BraYa 6 as well, 

but not in extant material evidence, as alluded to above. The sixty-four yoginis are 
arranged into eight groups assigned to the cardinal directions; they were proba- 

bly depicted in a yantra with Bhairava in the centre.” It might be noted that the 
southern group comprises the highest number of theriocephalic yoginis — five out 
of eleven, the remaining six being scattered in different groups. 

Such portrayals of yoginis might have been transversal not only between tan- 
tra and pur4na, but also, maybe, between literary and non-literary domains: while 
it is not possible to establish a biunivocal correspondence between written (and 
drawn) representations and the extant sculptures, it is clear that they are typologi- 

cally congruent, both reflecting the vision of the same period. 
Contrastingly, the yoginis appear as purely theriomorphic, and probably as 

shapeshifting, in the ewenty-third chapter of the Kaulajnananirnaya [KJN], a 
Kaula text which can be dated to the eleventh century or before.®* This text de- 
fines itself as yoginikaula, “Kaula scripture of the yoginis”: the sixty-four yoginis, 
arranged in circle (cakra) or sequence (krama), represent its primary cult deities. 

™ Cf. Hatley 2014: 217. For the borrowings and the relationships between these different texts see 
Serbaeva 2006: 28-29, 32-33, 114, and the useful tabulations at 47-61 (appendixes 7.3-7.6). 

™ The oldest manuscript of the two is dated N.S. 765, that is 1645 CE. 
*! The correspondence occurs for Haharava, Mahakrara, Pralayantika, Pisaci, and Tapani. 
* For examples of yantra reconstructions see Dehejia (1986: 209, 212-213), who, however, had no 

access to SSS. 

** The text is preserved in ewo Nepalese manuscripts, the oldest of which can be dated on a paleo- 
graphical basis to the mid-eleventh century. According to Bagchi (1934: 26) the composition of the 
text also belongs to the same period.
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In KJN 23 the goddesses are thus described:* 

devy uvaca || 
kaulave yogini deva samcaranti katham bhuvi | 
tan mamacaksva devesa bhakta jananti bhitale || 23.1 || 
bhairava uvaca || 
martye’smin devatanam tu samcaram srnu bhamini | 
kapotika tatha grdhri hamsi caiva nakhi tatha || 23.2 || 
khamjanah |... } bhasi tu kokabbasi tu sundari | 
ultiki pecaki vd tu sarari vagduli tatha || 23.3 || 
sreali aja mahisi astri marjararapini | 
vyaghri hasti mayuri ca kurkuti nakuli tathd || 23.4 || 
anyani yani rupani samsthitani mabitale | 
tani rupani samgrbya yoginyah kridante bhuvi || 23.5 || 
nipatanti yada bhadre abhaktesu kuladhipe | 
tad ripam kathyate bhadre bhaktiyuktavadharaya || 23.6 || 
hayas ca nakharah sarpa citriko ghonasas tatha | 
vrsciko tdhyantarat svano musako dardurah priye || 23.7 || 
grahabbitasvaripena jvdlagnisastrasamkataih | 
vedand ca juaravyadhi rajanas caiva taskarah || 23.8 || 
vidyuttungo tatha ganda vyaghra simho gajas tatha | 
anckakararipena bhayam nanavidham vidubh || 23.9 || 
catubsasthis ca yoginyo yatha kupyanti sadhake | 
evam rupam samasrtya ksipram grbnanti tam pasum || 23.10 || 
kopam tu naiva kartavyam napamanam suradbhipe | 
kumarikab striyo vapi napamanet kadacana || 23.1) || 
yatha saktyd sadakalam stri caiva vratam asthitath | 
pujaniya prayatnena kumaryas ca kulasritath || 23.12 || 

1 The Devi said: “O Lord of the gods, please tell me how the yoginis of the Kaula tradition” 
wander the earth, and how the devotees know them in the world.” 
2 Bhairava said: “O splendid one, please listen. The deities wander this world of mortals in 
the form of [female animals] such as a dove, a vulture, a goose, a nakhi.*® 

“ Tam grateful to Shaman Hatley for providing me with his KJN 23 draft edition, based on a 
collation of the oldest manuscript (NAK 3-362 or NGMPP reel A48-13) and the editio princeps 
of Bagchi 1934. The translations of White (2006: 189) and Mukhopadhyaya (2012: 167-171) are 
based on the not entirely accurate transcription of Bagchi 1934, and gloss over problematic points. 

"In lathe phrase kaulave yogini consists of cwo Aisa forms. Yoginih is a plural accusative used as 
a plural nominative (cf. the above note 57, see Térzsdk 1999: xxxviii, and Kiss 2015: 82). Kaulave 
is more problematic: it is clearly a derivative from “Kaula”, and occurs also in KJN 16.24b and 

16.62f; it may be interpreted as a plural nominative in -e, which is, however, a form attested in 

BraYa only for neuters (see Kiss 2015: 81), while, according to White (2006: 18, 276 n.63), it isa 

“vernacularized term” from kaulavit “one possessed of the clan-generated gnosis.” 
*© The Sanskrit term nakha means claw, so this term and the similar nakhara in 7a presumably 

refer to predacious birds whose hallmark are talons of great grasping power. Significantly, the sim- 

ilar term nakhasi designates any member of the Strigidae family (see Dave 2005: 175). Although it
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3 Moreover, o beautiful one, as a wagtail [...],"" a cuckoo, an owl, another kind of owl,” a 
peacock-pheasant,” a bar,” 
4 a jackal, a goat, a buffalo, a camel, a cat, a tigress, an elephant,”! a peahen, a hen, a mon- 
oose. 

5 The yoginis play in the world assuming various forms that are possible on earth. 
6 O good lady of the Kula, when they come among non-devotees that form is described [as 
follows}. Understand this, being full of devotion. 
7 O dear, [they are] a horse, a nakhara,” a snake, a citrika,”’ a ghonasa snake, a scorpion, 

[...], a dog, a mouse, a frog. 

8 [Moreover, they manifest] in the form of grabas and bhiatas, as the torments caused by 
weapons, fire and flames, and as pain, as fever and disease, as royals and thieves, 
9 as (¢) powerful lightning (?),” as a rhinoceros, a tiger, a lion, an elephant. With these 
multiple forms they cause different types of fear. 
10 The sixty-four yoginis, when angered at the adept, having assumed such a form, speedily 
grab the pasu.”” 
11 O queen of the gods, one should never show anger nor contempr; in particular, one 
should never despise maidens and women. 
12 As far as possible, they who are firm in their pledge should always honour the woman, 
[and] they who are following the Kula tradition should honour maidens with diligent care. 

This vivid repertoire of zoonyms raises several issues. The variety of yogini mani- 

is not easy to identify the true referent of an ancient zoonym, concerning ornithonyms the monu- 
mental study of birds in Sanskrit literature by Dave 2005 is a reliable resource. 

* khanjanab is a conjecture by Harley, not entirely compelling because it would be the only mas- 
culine term in a list of feminine names. The manuscript reads hamja, and a three-syllable lacuna 
follows. On the basis of the analogy with the following kokabhasi, a compound like khavijaritaka- 
bhasi would be more plausible, just as suggested by Hatley 2007: 122 n. 309. Less plausibly, bhasi 
can be interpreted as an independent term, the feminine form of bbdasa (needless to say, the shifting 
between sibilants is a frequent scribal confusion), which designates vultures of alight colour, such 
as the bearded vulture (Gypaetus barbatus) and the Lammergeyer (sec Dave 2005: 188-197). 

“The term ulka has as a rule been confined to the larger hooting owls both in the Reveda and 
later literature”, while pecaka refers to the dark brown plumage owls (see Dave 2005: 176). 

* The term sarari gives rise to two possible identifications. It can be the feminine of sarala (with 
the well-known shifting between liquid consonants), which designates the grey peacock-pheasant (see 
M-W); or it can be a variation of the term sarari, the Sanskrit name of the Indian skimmer (see Dave 

2005: 351-353). 

” The manuscript reads vdgduli, which does not seem to indicate any known animal. I think it is 
possible to interpret it as valguli, which means both “litele bat” and “bat-like bird” (see Dave 2005: 
21-22), or as vatuli, which is similarly a kind of large bat (see M-W). 

* The correct term for the female elephant is bastini, but the form hasti as a feminine is not sur- 
prising in an Aisa linguistic tissue. 

* See above, note 88. 

** Citrika probably designates an animal with multicoloured fur; Mukhopadhyaya translates as 
“stag”, but, of course, the possibilities are numerous. 

** vidyutturigo, a form not entirely clear, has an irregular sandhi in -o, which might be interpreted as 
a prakritic -o ending. See Térzsék 1999: xxxiii. 

* As is well-known, while pase commonly designates domesticated animals, in the Saiva context 
refers to non-initiates.
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festations is listed in two groups. The first list appears at the beginning (2c-4) and 
comprises animal names invariably in the feminine gender.” It is interesting to 
note that more than half of the feminine animals mentioned are birds (twelve or 
thirteen out of twenty). This prevalence may have a connection with the primacy 
given to the Sky-traveller yogini (khecari), which appears as the foremost variety in 
taxonomies of yoginis, and the power of flight (kecarata) is the most important 
among the siddhis sought by devotees. Remarkably, another term to designate 
this class of deities is dakini, which is traditionally linked to the Sanskrit root Vdi, 
to fly. Whereas in tantric Saiva texts dakini generally denotes a harmful being, 
and is rarely used as a synonym of yogini, elsewhere, and in particular in the Yo- 
ginitantras of Tantric Buddhism, dakini is usually a perfect equivalent of yogini.” 

Interestingly, as White (2006: 39) states, the Kusana-age mdtrs are especially char- 
acterised by an avian nature, and “it is this that underlies the power of flight of 
later yoginis.” As alluded to in section 2, these Mother goddesses are perceived 
at the same time as kourotrophos and disease-carrying: this ambivalent nature is 
another trait inherited by the yoginis, and expressed in KJN 23 by the two lists 
of the passage translated above. While the first list enumerates the forms that the 
yoginis assume to play (krid) on earth, the second list (7-9b) includes animal 
names in masculine gender, and different harmful guises that the yoginis take 
when they enter in contact with non-devotees. Significantly, in this second list 
grabas and bhitas are mentioned as negative manifestations of yoginis, and, rather 

ironically, we also find royals beside thieves. 
Through the opposition between the two lists it might be possible to infer that 

the feminine nature of the yoginis, as well as the ornithomorph manifestation, is 

in some sense reserved to the adepts. However, the text does not present the first 
list as types of esoteric forms of yoginis, but as manifestations on earth, hence 
potentially visible to non-initiates as well. Also the statement of sloka 11, that is 
the admonishment of never despising women and girls, can be interpreted in two 
ways: as a generic assertion of respect towards the feminine gender, or as a warn- 
ing, since women and girls might secretly be yoginis. The remaining part of the 
chapter, not reported here, does not solve this dilemma, since it mostly lists the 

kinds of flowers that should be used to honour the woman — a kind of botanical 
repertoire, which on the mere level of chapter composition acts as a counterpart 
to the zoological one. 
Concerning the kinds of animals listed, White (2006:189) states that 

these textual accounts [KJN 23] square with the Yogini images found at their medieval 
temples, or taken from the ruins thereof. [...] those [the images] who do have faces fall 

* The unique masculine exception is the result of a tentative conjecture on a lacuna in the manu- 
script, see note 89. While the Sanskrit easily forms the feminine of any name, zoonyms of feminine 
reference do not exist for all species in English, hence the collective indication of the feminine nature 
inserted at the beginning of the first list. 

* See Hatley 2007: 47.
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into the following groups: one-quarter of the Yoginis have benign human faces; one-quar- 

ter, terrible human faces; one-quarter, animal heads; one-quarter, bird heads. 

However, according to my survey, in iconographic evidence the bird-faced yoginis 

are not as numerous as in this KJN passage, nor do they represent one-quarter of 

the sculptures of a temple (see supra 3.1). 
Moreover, the yoginis of KJN 23 appear as purely theriomorphic. Is this the earli- 

est form of yoginis with animal appearances, precedent to their theriocephalic rep- 
resentation? Certainly, the KJN is more recent than the Vidyapitha texts quoted 
above, but the most ancient sources do not always retain the most ancient concep- 
tions.”* We can assume that the animal formsin KJN 23 are the result of a transforma- 
tion: the text explicitly states that the yoginis take (samgrah-) these different forms. 
Among the birds mentioned in the first list, five are nocturnal birds (kokabhasi, 

ulnki, pecaki, and probaly nakhi and vagduli). The vulture (grdhri) and the dove 
(kapotika) can be conceptually associated to this group, since, although diurnal, 
are birds connected with death.” It does not seem out of place to note that noc- 
turnal birds are often conceived as metamorphoses of sorcerers and witches; the 
antiquity of this conception in India finds attestation in the Rgveda (VII, 104, 
22).'° This is a cultural belief spread across Europe as well, where most of the 
Romance words for “witch” (e.g. Italian strega, Old and Middle French estrie, Por- 

togues estria etc.) derive from the latin ornithonym strix, term which designates 
a nocturnal bird of prey, probably the barn owl.'®! To mention just one literary 
suggestion, the witch Pamphile in Apuleius’ Afetamorphoses transforms herself 
into an owl (III, 21), sparking the curiosity of Lucius, hence the well-known con- 
sequence of his metamorphosis into a donkey. 
One of the yoginis’ distinctive characteristics is, in fact, the ability to change form 

(répaparivartana or kamarupata).'” In this they may have inherited “the mantle” 
of the vidyadhara and vidyadhari, the flying, semi-divine sorcerers of early Indic 
mythology, who are characterised by a shapeshifting nature. 

It seems possible, indeed, to interpret the hybrid, animal-faced appearances of 

the yoginis in light of the ability to change form. One function of hybridism is 

™ Mutatis mutandis, in textual criticism this concept is a rule: recentiores non deteriores. 

” The Indian perception of the dove as a bird of evil omen (see Dave 2005: 250-252) is quite 
different from the European vision, which is informed by the Christian association of the dove with 
high religious symbolism, and thus with a positive significance. Different contexts are often decisive 
in shaping the use and meaning of animal imagery and symbolism. 

™ See Ronzitti 2010: 43-44. 

‘"' The existence of the term otpi(y)§ in Greek is unsure; the Indoeuropean stem is *streig, see 
Ronzitti 2009: 183-185. Cf. also White 2013, who outlines parallels berween South Asia yogini/ 
dakini, Roman strix, and Persian pairika traditions, supposing cultural exchanges that might need 
stronger grounds to be confirmed. 

See, for instance, SYM 22.8cd: rupasya parivartena caranty uttamamatarab, “The Highest 
Mothers wander about changing their forms.” Edition and translation by Térzsdk 1999: 50; 172. 

* Hatley 2007: 17.
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inevitably to represent deities or beings whose nature is not confined to a single 
identity. The combination of animal and human in a composite anatomy can be 
considered, to some extent, a way of representing the dynamic process of trans- 
formation in a static visual form, a diachronic narrative fixed in a synchronic im- 

age. Metamorphosis and therianthropism, unsurprisingly, are also conceptually 

associated in the wider Hindu religious landscape - the case of the nagas, and 

their fluidity between the anthropomorphic and the ophidian form, has already 

been mentioned. Beings that are imagined and depicted as partly theriomorphic 
and partly anthropomorphic feature in the pantheon and mythology of different 
cultures, and in a large number of cases they imply metamorphosis.'™ 
What is the degree of separation, then, between the full theriomorphic and the 

therianthropic representation of yoginis? It would be rather simplistic to theorise 
an evolutionary schema where full animal form gives way to a partly animal, part- 

ly anthropomorphic representation: as briefly discussed in section 2, developmen- 

talist interpretations of religious history are no more sustainable. 

Without evolutionary assumptions, we may suppose that in the yogini cult 
both the conceptions of pure-animal yogini and animal-faced yogini existed, with 

the theriocephalic type being prevalent.'”? One might ask the reason for the pre- 
ponderance of therianthropism. An answer might be found in the need to focus 
on the coexistence of the two natures — the animal one and the feminine one; also, 
composite beings have an inherent, obvious potency in expressing superhuman 
nature. In other words, a therianthropic depiction not only makes the juxtapo- 
sition of animal and human manifest, but at the same time, as stated above, it 

captures the process of metamorphosis. The interest of KJN 23 is thus also given 
by the fact that it preserves a little-attested vision of theriomorphic yoginis. 

Interestingly, in the context of the yogini cult, the boundary between human 
and animal becomes permeable for the adepts as well: tantric sources include cases 
of sadbakas who imitate animal behaviour in ritual contexts (see infra, section 4), 
while the narrative literature contains tales of witch-like yoginis who transform 
men into animals. In particular, the Kathasaritsagara includes several stories of 

yoginis who are both metamorphic and causing metamorphoses: they are not only 
narrative devices engaging the fantastic or magic, but also reflect the popular im- 
agery about these figures in the eleventh-century Kashmir.' 

‘Th ancient Greek culture some examples are: the river-god Acheloos, the sea-deity Proteus, Dio- 
nysus, and Pan (see Aston 2014, and Thumiger 2014: 391-392). 

5 | wonder if the ambiguity of BraY4 6 reflects the coexistence of the two types. 
'° For instance, the yoginé Sukhasaya teaches a friend who is in trouble how to transform her illicit 

lover into a monkey, so she can keep him with her and can turn him back into a human form on 
demand ( Kathasaritasagara VII. 3. 107-118). In another story, a woman named Somada is a secret 
yogini (guptayogini), who, mistreated by her lover, transforms him into an ox and sells him as a beast 
of burden. Another yogini recognises him and restores him to human form. Eventually, the two yo- 
ginis transform themselves into horses and fight in a duel co the death (Ibid., VII. 3. 147-169). See 
also Hatley 2007: 101-106.
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4, CONCLUSIONS AND QUESTIONS 

While the previous sections primarily present and discuss selected data, this final 
part brings to the fore a series of issues kept in the background so far, sometimes 
as underlying questions. These are now to be formulated and, as far as possible, 

addressed. 
The first, most immediate question is: is there a significance of species, which 

allows us to understand the choice of the kinds of animals appearing as yogints or as 
yoginis’ faces? Referring to both textual and iconographic evidence, and including 
also animals occurring as vahanas of the yoginis, according to Serbaeva (2006: 145) 
it is possible to identify some discernible typologies: 

(1.) animals considered to be dangerous; (2.) traditionally auspicious animals (tiger, lion, 
elephant); (3.) animals especially important in Saiva context, the vahanas of the main gods 
and mentioned as such in the Saiva cycles in puranas ~ serpents serving as decorations, scor- 
pions, lions, bulls, tigers/lions, peacocks; (4.) animals from ancient times who were used to 
predict the future: crows, owls, dogs, jackals etc.; (S.) animals associated with death, night 
and the cremation ground: jackals, dogs, vultures, crows; (6.) highly impure animals (dogs 
and crows); (7.) mythological animals, like makaras. 

This analysis is relevant and useful, but hardly exhaustive, since the faces and the 
mounts of the yoginis encompass a considerable variety of species, and not all of 
them fall within an identifiable interpretative criterion. 
The second question pertains to the way in which animal and anthropomorphic 

parts are combined: is it meaningful to find a key body part such as the face oc- 
curring in animal form? In other words, is there a hierarchy between human and 
animal parts? Since the face is usually conceived as the most important anatomical 
part, and the foremost signifier, it might be possible to think that an animal face in a 
composite being indicates a largely animal identity. The picture is, however, compli- 
cated further by the fact that in some cases the head is completely theriomorphic (as 
in figure 1), but in other cases only the face is animal-like, while other components 
such as the hair are clearly human ~ an interesting example is the rabbit-faced yogini 
from Lokhari, who holds a strand of her human hair in one hand (figure 2). Also 
the yoginis of figures 4 and 5 display apparently human hair-styles, while the hair of 

figure 3 can be interpreted either as human or resembling the fur of a bear. These 
elements might suggest the idea of a mask, which will be briefly addressed in 4.3. 

The third and most crucial point is: what is the meaning of therianthropic yo- 
ginis? Do the theriocephalic figures of the yoginis owe more to the endurance of 
tradition than to any sense their compositional figures express? The answer to 
the latter question is, in my view, a qualified no, While the yoginis owe their com- 
posite form to the continuity of tradition - they clearly inherit this feature from 
precedent, non-tantric figures (see supra, section 2) - the animal element is not a 
meaningless hereditary trait. Both the iconographic and textual sources show that 
in the tantric context the animal features are far from irrelevant. It might even be 
possible to interpret this as a case of “reuse” of precedent elements. According to
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Freschi-Maas (forthcoming), the designation “adaptive reuse” may be applied to 
a case in which a text, a concept or an image preserves, at least partially, its tradi- 

tional outlook, but acquires new meanings in a new context. The theriocephalic 
representation of yoginis can be interpreted as a previous, traditional form which is 
partially resemantised in the tantric context. Referring to the distinction between 
“simple re-use” and “adaptive reuse” theorised by Freschi-Maas (forthcoming), the 
degree of adaptation in theriocephalic yoginis is, in my view, somewhat halfway 
between a mere repetition of a previous use (simple re-use) and a resemantisation 
where “the reuser expects his or her audience to recognise the reused elements in 
order to achieve a well-defined purpose” (adaptive reuse). 
Concerning the meanings, it is possible to determine three principal lines of in- 

quiry, which can also be seen as working hypotheses, and are not mutually exclusive. 

4.1. SUPERHUMAN ABILITIES 

Jayadrathayamala [JY] chapter 10 enumerates a series of sddbanas bearing the 
names of different animals, every one of which is identified with an animal-faced 
attendant of the main goddess Mantramantresvari. Having done the ritual, the ad- 
ept obtains the siddbhis of that particular animal.'” This passage explicitly posits a 
close connection between the animal element and the extraordinary powers that 
the yoginis may bestow to their votaries; in other words, among the different typol- 
ogies of yoginis, therianthropic yoginis emerge somewhat as the most powerful and 
the most related to a magic dimension. 
The very name of “yoginis” probably refers to the conception of yoga as “nu- 

minous power.”'”* Although the category of yoga is usually interpreted mainly 
in terms of meditation and asceticism, recent research has demonstrated that in 
the history of yoga extraordinary powers have been an equally important com- 
ponent.'” Interestingly, Hiltebeteil has argued a correlation between animal fea- 
tures and yoga, observing that “the gods most commonly depicted in seated yoga 
asanas are deities with animal-heads: the elephant-faced GaneSa and the lion-faced 
Narasimha”,''® a few pages later adding that “many of the classical yogic postures 
are named after animals, suggesting an affinity between yoga and the assimilation 

of animal powers.”"! It might not be irrelevant that in BraYa both in chapter 6 
and in 8 therianthropic yoginis appear in a satkarman context, that is, in a strong 

siddhi-oriented dimension. 

'* See Serbaeva 2016: 53. Though not examined in the present discussion, the JY contains further 
relevant material concerning therianthropism, as pointed out by Olga Serbaeva (personal communi- 
cation, January 2016), and as emerges in Serbaeva 2013: 200, 202; Serbaeva 2016; 53, 57-58. See also 
White 2013: 16. 

"8 Hatley 201] 3a. See also Serbaeva 2015. 
'*? See the rich collection of essays centered on “yoga powers” in Jacobsen 2012. 
'° Hiltebeteil 1978: 769. 
'!! Hiltebeitel 1978; 775. Cf. also Chapple 2012: 229.
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The obtaining of supernatural powers is one of the main results of the encoun- 
ters with the yoginis, visionary rendez-vous usually termed melakas, which produce 
a swift, deep, and sometimes violent transformation in the initiate, elevating him 
to the state of hero (vira), that is conferring him the nature of Bhairava himself.'” 

In sum, the non-human character of these deities might express their capacity to 
bestow a super-human condition to adepts. 

4,2. LIMINALITY, WILDERNESS AND OTHERNESS 

The places where the yoginis manifest themselves are liminal in nature. Jungles, 

mountains, rivers - that is to say, wild nature; the village limits — the boundary 
between a cultural and natural place; street crossings; the houses where women 

give birth and the cremation grounds — places connected to birth and death. As 
noted by Serbaeva,'!’ these are intermediate spaces between culture and nature, 

order and chaos, life and death and are therefore perceived as zones where extraor- 
dinary events may happen. 
The moments in time, when, according to the texts, the yoginis could manifest 

themselves are also characterised by liminality, namely, the passage from one state 
to another. For example, the transition from day to night or night to day; the dark- 
est moment of the night after which the darkness turns into light, and the darkest 
night of a lunar cycle, that is to say, the fourteenth night.'* The ability of yoginis to 
change their form and their dual nature, human and non-human at the same time, 
are also expressions of a transitional state. 

The liminal character of the yoginis can hardly be separated from the concept of 
wilderness, especially in the earliest phases of the cult. Wilderness, designated as “a 
necessary feature in Hindu Religion” by Qvortrup Fibiger (2012), 

is both placed on the outskirts of the profane world, in the mountains and in the jungle, 

and it is placed within the person who seeks wilderness as the necessary opposition to tame- 
ness within himself.''® 

In this respect, it is remarkable that the yoginis intimately belong co the Saiva do- 
main, initially coming to the fore as counterparts of the Rudras, which are expres- 
sions of the wild, violent and uncontrollable element.''® 

Furthermore, the yoginis inevitably convey the idea of “otherness.” As is well 
known, in Indian culture the feminine is seen as unstable, illogical, and as fear-in- 
spiring, but at the same time as sacred: in both cases it is characterised by its “other- 

''? See Policardi 2014. According to Vasudeva (2012: 293): “it is not so much a transformation into 
a new, superhuman identity as a posthuman continuity of the present life with an expanded identity.” 

''’ See insighful observations about yoginis and liminality in Serbaeva 2006: 140-141. 
''s See Serbaeva 2006: 140. 
' Qvortrup Fibiger 2012: 152. 

'l6 See Sanderson 1988: 671. About the abodes of the Rudras see Franceschini 2010: 192-195.
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ness.”''” The animal and all the human aspects which are closer to animal instinct 
escape from control and normalisation, therefore they are placed on the other side 
of the fence. In other words, the unfettered feminine and the animality represent 

the “other” par excellence. By juxtaposing them in a paradoxical aspect, therian- 
thropic yoginis can be seen as a sort of “sber-other”, so to say. Under this respect, 

it should be emphasised that the textual sources at our disposal look from a male 
prospective, since they were likely written by men, and thus primarily express male 

concerns.''* Therefore, the glimpses we have of a dimension not under male control 
are even more meaningful. In Sanderson’s words, in the encounters with the yoginis 

the initiate moves from the domain of male autonomy and responsibility, idealised by 

the Mimamsakas, into a visionary world of permeable consciousness dominated by the 
female and the theriomorphic.'” 

4.3. IMITATION OF ANIMALS AND POSSESSION 

Familiarity to, and identification with animals is a sign of the initiates’ proximity 
to the realm of the supernatural and divine in different religious conceptions.'*? A 
shift away from the human and into the animal nature is not uncommon in the 
Indian ascetic ideologies. The practice of imitating the behaviour of wild animals, 
sharing their modus vivendi, has been investigated by Olivelle (2006), who observes 
that in Indian ascetic traditions, both Brahmanical and heterodox, 

the imitation of animals [...] signals chat the ascetic has left human culture, society, and 

civilized living behind. He has freed himself from the ties that bind him to society and to 
repeated births, a freedom symbolized by his recurn to the wild state of animals.'”' 

In the Saiva context of the yogini cult, the imitation of animals appears interwoven 
with the idea of possession. In the earliest sources on yoginis, avesa and corradical 
terms from the root Vavis define an altered state of consciousness, which manifests 

itself in various external signs, including the imitation of animals in both the be- 
haviour and the calls.'"* This might indicate that the adept is undergoing a radical 
change, shifting away from his ordinary identity. 

It might be possible to go one step further and ask perhaps the thorniest ques- 
tion: whether animal-faced yogini representations hint at actual women who wore 

' See Serbaeva 2006: 186. 
"'® See Térzsdk 2014: 340, and Hatley forthcoming. 

' Sanderson 1985: 201. 
' See Thumiger 2014: 388. 
'*! Olivelle 2006: 100. 
'22 See Serbaeva 2013: 200; 202. For an analysis of the occurrences and the significance of pos- 

session (dvesa and related terms, stobha) in early texts on yoginis, | refer to the thorough papers by 
Térzsék (2013) and Serbaeva (2013). For possession in Sakta traditions see Sanderson 2009: 133- 
134. For a broader study of possession in South Asia traditions see the monograph by Smith 2006.
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animal masks, presumably for ritual purposes. The idea of a “mask” could be sug- 
gested by iconography, as alluded to previously, and has been argued by Anamika 

Roy in a not entirely compelling chapter.'*? Certainly, this hypothesis of the ani- 

mal mask opens up a path worth investigating, also in comparison with Nepalese 
and Tibetan traditions, but it would mean venturing on uneven ground, not least 

because in the tantric terrain actual data on historical women and social facts are 
extremely difficult to recover, as stressed both by Térzsék (2014: 340-341) and 
Hatley (forthcoming). Therefore, I defer the discussion to a future study, leaving 
for the time being the question about the animal mask open. 

In conclusion, it is possible to sum up the working hypotheses or lines of inquiry 

about the meanings of yogini therianthropism in few key-words: siddhis; liminali- 
ty, wilderness and gendered otherness; animal imitation and possession. 

Certainly, the animal appearances represent one of the strongest threads that 
connect these tantric goddesses with their antecedents, and thus, possibly, with 
a pre-Brahmanical and non-Brahmanical past. At the same time, it seems that in 

the tantric terrain this ancient root blossoms, insofar as the animal element irrupts 

constantly into the feminine world of the yoginis, carrying multifaceted meanings. 
I hope to follow the theriomorphic thread both backwards in the past that 

precedes the surfacing of the yoginis, and forwards to the subsequent tantric Saiva 
and Buddhist elaborations, in future research. 

  ites. ! 
Fig. 1. Cobra-headed yogini, from Lokhari Fig. 2. Rabbit-faced yogini, from Lokhari 
(Uttar Pradesh), first half of X century circa. (Uttar Pradesh), first half of X century cir- 
Photo Dehejia 1986: 158. ca. Photo Dehejia 1986: 158. 

8 See Roy 2015: 44-48.
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Fig, 3. Bear- Faced (?) yogini, Hiripur fence near - Rheicinabee: aa middle of X cencury. 

Photo Gianluca Pistilli. 

  
Fig. 4. Boar-faced yogini, Bheraghat tem- Fig. 5. Jackal-headed (?) yogini, Bheraghat 
ple, near Jabalpur (Madhya Pradesh), end temple, near Jabalpur (Madhya Pradesh), 
of X century circa. Photo Chiara Policardi. end of X century circa. Photo Chiara Poli- 

cardi.
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